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WELCOME
• A strong, successful brand needs to be a well-managed brand.  

• Strong brands are easily identified by their clarity of purpose and by consistency in 
the way they express themselves.

• This book presents clear guidelines on how Beefsteak Club should be 
communicated and how the design elements of the brand should be used.

• This book will help you implement Beefsteak Club’s visual identity properly and 
gives clear directions on the use of the different representations of the brand. 

• Our ultimate goal is to maintain and strengthen our position as the number one 
wine which is made for meat. For this the Beefsteak Club brand identity plays a 
crucial role.
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ABOUT

01/ABOUT

• Beefsteak Club was created with steak and wine lovers in mind to honour the 
London dining clubs of the 18th and 19th centuries which celebrated the beefsteak 
as a symbol of liberty and prosperity.

• Fans of a good steak are often equally enthusiastic about their wines. Beefsteak Club 
brings together these two passions.

• Argentina, a paradise for many wine and beef lovers, had to be the first port of 
call and the first Beefsteak Club could be none other than the country’s signature 
varietal – Malbec.

• Beefsteak Club is a wine which is truly made for meat!
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BRAND WHEEL

01/ABOUT

Argentinean Malbec, 
Australian Shiraz & 
Spanish Tempranillo
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OUR WINES
BEEFSTEAK CLUB MALBEC
Varietal
100% Malbec

Origin
Mendoza, Argentina

Originally from France, Malbec has become Argentina’s 
flagship grape variety. 75% of all Malbec grown worldwide 
comes from Argentina. This robust variety produces  
deep-purple coloured, rich, fruit forward red wines which are 
the perfect partner for steak.

The Malbec grapes for Beefsteak Club are sourced from  
site-selected, high altitude vineyards in the best sub regions of 
Mendoza – Argentina’s premium wine growing region at the 
edge of the Andes.

Tasting note
A bright, fresh Malbec with grapes sourced from high altitude 
areas of Mendoza.  Vibrant aromas of crunchy red fruits and 
plum with a lightly spiced finish.  Well-balanced and smooth 
with soft tannins to perfectly complement a juicy steak.

Also applies to

Different formats

01/ABOUT

187cl Mini225cl Bag-in-Box
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OUR WINES
BEEFSTEAK CLUB TEMPRANILLO 
Varietal
100% Tempranillo

Origin
Toledo, Spain

Tempranillo is the quintessential Spanish grape responsible for 
the rich full-bodied red wines of Rioja.  

Beefsteak Club Tempranillo is made using grapes from old 
bush-vines grown on the plains of La Mancha in the province 
of Toledo in central Spain. Altitudes of around 700 metres 
ensure excellent varietal definition and freshness.

Tasting note
Bright ruby in colour, this Tempranillo contains concentrated 
aromas of juicy red fruit and plums.  Notes of raspberries and 
strawberries on the palate are complemented by hints of vanilla 
and cacao, rounded off with velvety tannins. This is the perfect 
partner for grilled steaks and meaty tapas dishes.

01/ABOUT
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OUR WINES
BEEFSTEAK CLUB SHIRAZ
Varietal
100% Shiraz

Origin
85% Limestone Coast, 15% McLaren Vale (Australia)

Australia, the king of BBQ steaks, is also famous for producing 
world class wines from the Shiraz grape.

This Beefsteak Club wine is made from selected parcels of 
Shiraz grapes grown on Terra Rosa soils. These soils are famous 
for imparting minerality and complexity giving the Shiraz its 
unique rich flavour.  A long and warm ripening season ensures 
optimum grape maturity and ripe fruit flavours, whilst cool 
nights maintain fruit elegance and freshness.

Tasting note
This deeply coloured Shiraz is bursting with flavours of 
blackcurrant and plum, balanced by a smooth mouthfeel and 
soft tannins that give a long and intense finish. Great with 
peppered steaks, grilled red meats and BBQs.

01/ABOUT
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OUR WINES
BEEFSTEAK CLUB THE MAGNUM
LIMITED EDITION MALBEC
Varietal
100% Malbec

Origin
Uco Valley , Argentina

This limited edition Magnum is made from hand-picked 
Malbec grapes grown in the Tunuyan River region of the Uco 
Valley. The grapes are macerated in small concrete vessels to 
provide excellent concentration and vinified with extended lees 
ageing for added complexity.

Tasting note
A full-bodied Malbec that is deep violet in colour, with a nose 
of lifted blackberry and plums. On the palate, it shows creamy 
black fruit with silky, soft tannins and subtle sweet spices. 
Rich and intense with a long, lifted finish. Perfect to pair with 
charcuterie, roasted meats and aged steaks. 

01/ABOUT
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OUR WINES
BEEFSTEAK CLUB ESTATE-BOTTLED 
Varietal
100% Malbec

Origin
Mendoza, Argentina

From the high altitude vineyards of Finca Monteflores in 
Mendoza, this is a beautifully crafted, Fairtrade-certified, Estate-
Bottled Malbec. Expertly blended by Finca Monteflores’ award-
winning French winemaker Matthieu Grassin, hand-picked 
grapes and small parcel fermentation in concrete tanks are the 
secret to this wine’s outstanding quality and terroir expression.  
A proportion of the wine has been aged in French oak for six 
months.

Tasting note
Bright violet in colour, this wine bursts with aromas of plum 
and blueberry, whilst vanilla and subtle hints of coffee express 
its time with oak. On the palate it shows supple berry fruits and 
cinnamon nuances balanced by soft, rounded tannins. Ideal 
with steak but equally as good with all red meat dishes and 
aged cheeses.

01/ABOUT
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OUR WINES
BEEFSTEAK CLUB RESERVE
Varietal
100% Malbec

Origin
Uco Valley, Argentina

Beefsteak Club Reserve is crafted from hand-picked Malbec 
grapes grown in selected high altitude, clay-based vineyards in 
Mendoza’s Uco Valley. This wine is fermented in small concrete 
casks and aged in French oak for 18 months to create a rich, 
complex profile with outstanding texture and character.

Tasting note
Beefsteak Club Reserve has an opulent purple hue with a rich, 
intense nose of ripe black cherries, rich oak and warming 
vanilla. In the mouth, the wine is smooth and full-bodied with 
ripe black fruits and notes of black olive, mint, vanilla and 
spicy black pepper. The tannins are velvety and fine-grained, 
complementing the long, oaky finish. Ideal to serve with fine 
steaks, other red meats and rich cheeses.

01/ABOUT
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OUR IDENTITY 
Our identity is not just a logo.

It is a design scheme composed of a number of different elements that come together to 
create a distinctive look and feel that make the Beefsteak Club brand instantly recognisable.

The next few pages will give you clear guidance on how to use the core elements of our 
identity.

If you creating a new piece of design in any form, please send to marketing@beefsteak.club 
for guidance and approval.

02/OUR IDENTITY
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02/OUR IDENTITY

OUR LOGO AND HOW TO USE IT
Core Logo

This is the lead component of our identity and is to be considered 
the core Beefsteak Club logo. It is to be used on all communications 
internally and externally.

Colour Reference

All Beefsteak logos must either be red using the colour references 
provided or black/white.

PANTONE RED 186

C 0
M  98
Y 89
K  0

=
=
=
=

=
=
=

R              228
G  21
B 35

Exclusion Area

For an uncluttered presentation and to assure the prominence and clarity of 
any Beefsteak logo, we must maintain an exclusion area (clear space) around 
it, where no other graphic elements should be placed other than the page 
background colour or background image.

It is important that no other imagery or text should encroach within the clear 
space. The logo should be freestanding and never ‘framed’ in a box.The example above illustrates the minimum recommended clear space 

around our logo. Note that the size of the required clear space will 
change depending on the size of the logo being used.
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02/OUR IDENTITY

Minimum Size

There is no standard size for any of the Beefsteak logos but there is a recommended minimum size requirement to adhere to where 
possible.

It is important that all parts of the identity can be easily read in every application but it is understood that in some instances the logos may 
need to be used at very small sizes, this may be for POS application where the print area is very small (e.g. on pens) or it may need to be 
used at a small size for use on a web banner or advert, for example.

Avoid Misuse

Do Not:

• Alter the logo in any way; do not re-design, redraw, animate, or 
alter the proportions of the logo. 

• Render it three-dimensional.

• Use any part of the logo as a decorative element, 

background, or pattern.

• Add words or version numbers to the logo.

• Alter the relationship between the graphic and 

logotype in any way.

• Set the type yourself, change the font or font colour, or alter the 
size or proportions of, or space between, letters.

• Separate the elements.

• Frame the logo with a keyline or a box.

The minimum recommended size required for reproducing is 30mm in width.

Any logo reproduced smaller than the minimum recommended size begins to lose legibility. There are no maximum size restrictions as 
long as the clear space requirements are met.

The example above illustrates the 
recommended minimum size

OUR LOGO AND HOW TO USE IT

30mm
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OUR ROUNDEL

Guidelines For Roundel Use

• Use with the core logo or as an alternative.
• Positioning – can be used anywhere if the Beefsteak Club type is 

not cut away 
• Orientation- should always be used at an angle – never straight on.
• Colour – grey, black, white or 186 red.

Red (C=0 M=98 Y=89 K=0) 
(R=28 G=21 B=35)

Black (C=75 M=68 Y=67 K=90) 
(R=18 G=17 B=12)

Grey (C=53 M=42 Y=42 K=27) 
(R=114 G=114 B=114)

The example above shows how the roundel can be positioned 

over the edge of the artwork.

02/OUR IDENTITY
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OUR TYPEFACES  

Abc  
Press Style  

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
0123456789!@£$%^&*() 

Headline Font - Press Style

Press Style is our headline font and should be used for 
titles and headlines on all communications.   

Body Copy Font - Museo Slab

There are a variety of weights for this typeface which 
should be used to create a hierarchy of information.  

Alternate/Decorative Font - Rosarian

Rosarian can be used sparingly to help give 
communications a sense of style see advert in 
template section. May also be used to help key pieces 
of information stand out.

Abc  
Abc  
Museo Slab 

Rosarian 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

ABCDEFGHIJKLNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

0123456789!@£$%&*() 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEF GHIJ KL NOPQRST UVWXYZ 
0123456789!@£$%&*() 

02/OUR IDENTITY
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OUR BULL ILLUSTRATIONS

Bull Illustration Face On Bull Illustration Profile

Beef & Liberty Illustration 

02/OUR IDENTITY
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OUR BACKGROUNDS

Our Wooden Background Texture Headline Type On Background

Our wooden background is to be 
used as the main background on 
most Beefsteak marketing assets. 
Exceptions include items that are 
copy heavy or very small, where 
solid backgrounds will provide 
better clarity.

For clarity Headline Type can 
have a simple drop-shadow effect 
applied when set on the wooden 
background. This can be achieved 
by duplicating the type layer and 
pasting a black version behind it, 
slightly off centre - see example 
above.

 MEAT MEAT

02/OUR IDENTITY
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03/OUR ONLINE IDENTITY

OUR ONLINE IDENTITY
If you would like to create a website for your country then please consult 
marketing@beefsteakclub.com

Social Media

Social Media Cover Photo

Social Media Profile Picture 

Instagram: 
• @beefsteakclub plus country abbreviation
• Profile picture should be BSC stamp

Twitter: 
• @beefsteakclub plus country abbreviation
• Profile picture should be BSC stamp

Facebook:  
• Beefsteakwineclub plus country name
• Profile picture should be BSC stamp 
• Header photo: please use one of images illustrated 

here
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TEMPLATES

Advertisement

Postcard

04/TEMPLATES
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TEMPLATES

04/TEMPLATES
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CHECK LIST

Is the typeface correct?

1 2 3 4 5
Are the colours 
correct?

Has my work been 
approved?

Does my work 
represent the vision 
and values of the 
brand?

Is the size and position 
of the logo correct?

05/CHECK LIST

For any queries please contact marketing@ehrmanns.co.uk.  All elements of the Beefsteak Club identity are downloadable 
at: www


